
Yves Ettounsi
Guitar, Vocals

Loves London, 90s Grunge and Trip Hop.
Tunes his guitar (oldschool) to drop-D and
sings. Mentioned by name in Triptykon's
Debut Album. Musician for over 20 years.
Responsible for the website, social media
and the press.

Stefan Rothlin
Drums

Drumming since he was nine. Very
precise, with a big heart.Grew up with 90s
Hardcore Punk, Thrash Metal and Ska.
And Reggae. Plays in bands for over 20
years.

Mark Frischknecht
Bass

Longtime guitar player that changed sides
/ strings (and now varies between four
and five strings). Metalhead, likes
everything that's good and contains rock.
Played in bands for over 20 years.

The band
Radio Strange is a post-grunge punk
rock band from Zurich, Switzerland,
formed in summer 2020.

Guitar, Bass, Drum and vocals - it's as
simple as that. Their music is loud, raw,
distorted and honest. In other words -
Rock'n'roll baby! :-)

After several Swiss and Canadian
alternative radio stations played their
debut single "Masters Of The Past", the
three toured around Switzerland in
summer / autumn 2021.

During this period, they self-recorded,
produced, mixed and mastered their
debut album called "Handmade Bastard"
which dropped on February 2022. That
truly is a handmade bastard :)

The album was very well received and
drew attention in several online reviews,
local newspapers and music blogs. It
was played in Swiss national radio SRF3,
followed by a national tour in autumn
2022.

The band, whose members all have
family and children at home, is
continuously working and releases their
new single "Run Away" on January 2023.
Stay tuned!
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Radio Strange

Music genre
Post-Grunge, Punk,

Post-Punk, Alternative
Rock, Stoner Rock,
Alternative Metal

Inspiration
Rage Against The

Machine, Danko Jones,
Nirvana, Bush,

Motörhead, Disturbed,
Type O Negative,
Nothing More



Radio Strange

"9 of 10" - "Buy it and listen terribly loud!"
- rocknews.ch

Yves Ettounsi

Stefan Rothlin
Mark Frischknecht
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Vocals
Drums
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Rock is dead! Radio
Strange resists this
statement with their debut
album "Handmade
Bastard".

The post grunge trio from
Zurich, Switzerland, started
in summer of 2020 and
deliberately renounces
modern frills like autotune
or digital synths etc.

Mistakes stay in! This is
music that finally sounds
human again and not
clinical. Guitar, bass, drums
and vocals - raw, loud, dirty
and honest is the simple
recipe.

Handmade Bastard
processes the last two
years, where the world was
turning upside down, in
twelve varied, melodic
songs.

The songs sound like a mixture of
90s grunge, crossover and
modern metal.

Composed, recorded, produced,
mixed, mastered - "handmade" -
by Radio Strange in Russikon
and Uster, Zurich.

Released February 2, 2022
Handmade Bastard
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"Rock with a swiss heart" -
Dominic Dillier, SRF3

"9 of 10 burning
headphones. Predicate?
Buy and listen terribly loud!"
- Danny Frisxchknecht,
rocknews.ch

"Explosive Rock'n'Roll from
Switzerland" - Kevin Randy,
Frontstage Magazin

"9 out of 10, I really loved
Handmade Bastard." -
Damian Sullivan,
maximumvolumemusic.com

"One of my favourite
discoveries this year" -
Martina Dörner, Lets Talk
about Music
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1. Stars N Stripes
2. Once And For All
3. Homesick
4. Radio
5. Strangers
6. Changes
7. Brown Noser
8. Masters Of The Past
9. Skyfall
10. No Tomorrow
11. Motherfriends
12. Partners in Crime

(3:39)
(3:40)
(3:31)
(3:27)
(4:34)
(3:46)
(3:44)
(3:49)
(2:53)
(4:44)
(3:08)
(3:59)

Track list

https://strange.ch/music/lyrics/

Song Lyrics



Promo material
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Logos
Bandlogo, Album

Artwork etc.

Images
Promo images from

the band

https://strange.ch/
media/press-images.

zip
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Social Media
Stories (9:16), Posts

(1:1) etc.


